EXPERIENCE IS SOMETHING YOU GET, SHORTLY AFTER YOU NEED IT!
The Blauer Tactical Systems HIGH GEAR Impact Reduction suit is State-of-the-Art force-on-force scenario equipment designed to help create the most realistic training experience. Custom athletic design ensures snug fit for maximum range of motion and protection. The complete suit contains 8 components. HIGH GEAR is perfect for all aspects of combatives, like detainee handling drills & CQB to more conventional training like MMA, grappling and the striking arts.

**HEAD GEAR**

- State-of-the-art design with integrated smart foams to protect the chin, jaw, cheekbone and eye-socket.
- Full Plexi-Glass shield rests on a 100% leather encased, molded 1/4” HMWPE plastic frame with four adjustable straps for secure fit.
- Marking cartridge helmet option available.

**TORSO PROTECTOR**

- Unprecedented mobility unavailable in any other chest guard on the market.
- Wrap around protection for the critical floating rib and solar plexus region.
- Smart foams and plastic trauma plate inserts protect the brachial tie-in, shoulder, clavicle and spinal regions.

**COMBAT SHORTS**

- Lightweight one piece design with heavy duty lycra covering offers flexible protection for the complete upper thigh, hip and tailbone.
- Internal padding and trauma plates allow movement to grapple, kick, run or sit.

**SHIN/KNEE PADS**

- Wrap-around design protects the calf and knee cap.
- Additional cushioning for the MCL and LCL ligaments.
- Lightweight, tight fitting with plastic trauma shields to protect the shin bone and top of the foot.

**THROAT GUARD**

- Form fitting, contoured plastics and padding ergonomically rest against the windpipe & throat.
- Offers additional protection from accidental strikes to the throat.

**COMBAT GLOVES**

- 100% leather, open palm design for excellent sensitivity for weapon and transition to detainee handling.
- Plastic trauma plates protect the metacarpals and thumb from shock damage during training.

**ELBOW/ULNA PADS**

- Innovative design provides extended protection to the ulna, forearm, elbow and triceps region.
- Designed for delivering firearms & elbows during CQC, crowd penetration or ground & pound.

**PERONEAL NERVE PADS**

- Additional padding for knee and shin kicks to the nerve clusters above the knee.
- Fills the gap between the top of the shin pads and the bottom of the combat shorts.

**ACCESSORIES**

**TRAINER’S CHEST GUARD**

- Lightweight, portable and extremely durable.
- Can be used for any defensive tactics, combatives, or martial art system.
- Custom design protects carotid region.
- Lethal and less-lethal target lines.

**BTS TRAINING GUNS & KNIVES**

- Produced from a cast urethane resin.
- Have no sharp edges.
- Material is strong and stiff enough for scenario training, including weapon retention and gun disarms.

**DECON ZONE**

- Sanitizes multiple HIGH GEAR suits (all components) in approximately 14 minutes.
- Uses a process to significantly reduce harmful bacteria, virus, mold, and odor in your equipment.
- Kill rate of greater than 99.9% on the Staphylococcus aureus (Staph) and MRSA bacteria.
HEAD SHOT OR HEAD BUTT

SHOOT OR STRIKE... TRAIN LIKE YOU’LL FIGHT

HG-MCR: THE WORLD’S ULTIMATE TRAINING HEAD GEAR.

Only BLAUFER TACTICAL SYSTEMS Marking Cartridge Ready (MCR) HIGH GEAR™ helmet allows role-players to experience fully integrated scenarios and blend all aspects of force-on-force training, from shooting to striking, knees, elbows, head butts and more. Now you can work true CQB and even practice contact shooting with our exclusive design.

TRAIN LIKE YOU’LL FIGHT.

- Marking Cartridge hood is constructed with a special fire retardant fabric to allow for extreme close quarter contact shots.
- The HIGH GEAR helmet fits under the marking cartridge hood.
- Full Flexi-glass shield rests on a leather encased, molded 1/4” HMWPE plastic to protect the chin, jaw, cheekbone and eye sockets from elbows, forearms and knees.
- Leather trim and Flexi-glass visor provides additional protection during integrated combatives training (hand-to-hand and projectile).

Tested and approved for Simunition®, UTM® and Air Soft® marking cartridges.

Visit www.blaufertactical.com for more information.
### INTERNATIONAL FORCES

- Australian Protective Service
- Australia Department of Justice
- Singapore Police
- Hong Kong Police
- National Crime Squad
- United Nations
- Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP)
- Ministry of Correctional Services (Canada)
- Public Works and Government Services (Canada)
- Surete du Quebec (Canada)
- Canadian Military
- Canadian Special Operations Regiment
- Canadian Department of National Defense
- Canadian Border Service Agency
- Canadian Police College
- Justice Institute of B.C.
- Ecole National de Police (France)
- Ministere de l’Interieur (France)
- Dutch National Police Academy
- Police Academy of the Netherlands
- Metropolitan Police (U.K.)
- British Transport Police (U.K.)
- National Crime Squad (U.K.)
- Civil Nuclear Constabulary (U.K.)

### U.S. MILITARY

- Army
- Navy
- Marine Corps
- Air Force
- Coast Guard
- National Guard
- 1st Special Forces Group
- 320 Special Tactics Squadron
- 64th MP Company
- Air Mobility Warfare Centre
- Asymmetric Warfare Group (U.S. Army)
- Army Special Forces at USASOC, USASFC, USAJFKSWCS
- Navy SEALs
- Naval Special Warfare
- USAF Pararescue School
- AF Office of Special Investigations

### LOCAL AND STATE AGENCIES (U.S.A.)

- Nevada Department of Public Safety
- Las Vegas Metro Police Department
- Texas State University Police Department
- Texas A&M University
- Arizona Counter Drug Procurement
- Southwest Florida Criminal Justice Academy
- New York/New Jersey Port Authority
- New York State Fugitive Task Force
- North Carolina State Bureau of Investigation
- North Carolina Department of Corrections
- Florida Department of Corrections
- Florida Department of Law Enforcement
- Penn State University
- Minnesota Department of Corrections
- University of Georgia Police
- Ohio State Highway Patrol
- Ohio Department of Public Safety
- Wyoming Department of Corrections
- Maryland Law Enforcement Training Academy
- Oregon State Police
- University of Nebraska

*And many other agencies and training groups*